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ALDSWORTH
Natural       Faded       Warm
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Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)

MURAL
Scenic: Aldsworth

Colorway: Natural

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 10' 10" (330cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 15‘ (457cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.
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    There are so many wonderful old estates and parks in New England, and I’ve spent many a 

happy weekend doing plein air painting on their grounds. In those gentle, rolling landscapes, 

warmth is something to treasure, for as the poet said, ‘That spring, briefer than apple-blossom's 

breath, Summer, so much too beautiful to stay.’

— Susan Harter, Muralist

ALDSWORTH - NATURAL
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Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)

MURAL
Scenic: Aldsworth

Colorway: Faded

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 10' 10" (330cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 15‘ (457cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.
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    There are so many wonderful old estates and parks in New England, and I’ve spent many a 

happy weekend doing plein air painting on their grounds. In those gentle, rolling landscapes, 

warmth is something to treasure, for as the poet said, ‘That spring, briefer than apple-blossom's 

breath, Summer, so much too beautiful to stay.’

— Susan Harter, Muralist

ALDSWORTH - FADED
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Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)

MURAL
Scenic: Aldsworth

Colorway: Warm 

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 10' 10" (330cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 15‘ (457cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.
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    There are so many wonderful old estates and parks in New England, and I’ve spent many a 

happy weekend doing plein air painting on their grounds. In those gentle, rolling landscapes, 

warmth is something to treasure, for as the poet said, ‘That spring, briefer than apple-blossom's 

breath, Summer, so much too beautiful to stay.’

— Susan Harter, Muralist

ALDSWORTH - WARM



BARRINGTONS
Rich       Mist       Grisail le       Cool



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)
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MURAL
Scenic: Barringtons

Colorway: Rich 

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2” 

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 9‘ 9“ (297cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 13‘ (396cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



    The soft, misty tones of this mural were inspired by an early morning walk around the grounds of an 

inn near Paris. The name is borrowed from a character in an old novel, a daughter of france, and in that 

moment, I felt like I was one. I painted this mural to eternalize that tranquil moment in France.

— Susan Harter, Muralist
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BARRINGTONS - RICH



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)
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MURAL
Scenic: Barringtons

Colorway: Mist

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2” 

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 9‘ 9“ (297cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 13‘ (396cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



    The soft, misty tones of this mural were inspired by an early morning walk around the grounds of an 

inn near Paris. The name is borrowed from a character in an old novel, a daughter of france, and in that 

moment, I felt like I was one. I painted this mural to eternalize that tranquil moment in France.

— Susan Harter, Muralist
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BARRINGTONS - MIST



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)
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MURAL
Scenic: Barringtons

Colorway: Grisaille

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2” 

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 9‘ 9“ (297cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 13‘ (396cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



    The soft, misty tones of this mural were inspired by an early morning walk around the grounds of an 

inn near Paris. The name is borrowed from a character in an old novel, a daughter of france, and in that 

moment, I felt like I was one. I painted this mural to eternalize that tranquil moment in France.

— Susan Harter, Muralist

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 36 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

BARRINGTONS - GRISAILLE



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)
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MURAL
Scenic: Barringtons

Colorway: Cool

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2” 

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 9‘ 9“ (297cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 13‘ (396cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



    The soft, misty tones of this mural were inspired by an early morning walk around the grounds of an 

inn near Paris. The name is borrowed from a character in an old novel, a daughter of france, and in that 

moment, I felt like I was one. I painted this mural to eternalize that tranquil moment in France.

— Susan Harter, Muralist
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BARRINGTONS - COOL 



CALMSDEN
True       Warm       Grisail le       Sepia



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)
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MURAL
Scenic: Calmsden

Colorway: True

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 6‘ 8“ (203cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 8‘ (243cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



    One of the great treats of hiking the Cotswolds is spotting the charming next village ahead, 

where you might rest and have tea. This mural is meant to create that sense of delight, with its 

inviting path and hint of small houses peeking over the tree tops.

— Susan Harter, Muralist
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CALMSDEN - TRUE 



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)
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MURAL
Scenic: Calmsden

Colorway: Warm

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 6‘ 8“ (203cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 8‘ (243cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



    One of the great treats of hiking the Cotswolds is spotting the charming next village ahead, 

where you might rest and have tea. This mural is meant to create that sense of delight, with its 

inviting path and hint of small houses peeking over the tree tops.

— Susan Harter, Muralist
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CALMSDEN - WARM



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)
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MURAL
Scenic: Calmsden

Colorway: Grisaille

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 6‘ 8“ (203cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 8‘ (259cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



    One of the great treats of hiking the Cotswolds is spotting the charming next village ahead, 

where you might rest and have tea. This mural is meant to create that sense of delight, with its 

inviting path and hint of small houses peeking over the tree tops.

— Susan Harter, Muralist

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 22 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

CALMSDEN - GRISAILLE 



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)
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MURAL
Scenic: Calmsden

Colorway: Sepia

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 6‘ 8“ (203cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 8‘ (259cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



    One of the great treats of hiking the Cotswolds is spotting the charming next village ahead, 

where you might rest and have tea. This mural is meant to create that sense of delight, with its 

inviting path and hint of small houses peeking over the tree tops.

— Susan Harter, Muralist
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CALMSDEN - SEPIA



COTSWOLDS
Sky       Mist       Earth



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)
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MURAL
Scenic: Cotswolds

Colorway: Sky

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 8' 3" (251cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 9‘ 6" (304cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



     Is there anyone who doesn't love a gentle country walk in the spring-time? This mural is a tribute 

to my beloved Cotswolds, an area so lovely that writers such as Jane Austen and T.S. Eliot have 

found inspiration there. I hope this mural inspires your own happy genius.

— Susan Harter, Muralist
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COTSWOLDS - SKY



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)
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MURAL
Scenic: Cotswolds

Colorway: Mist

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 8' 3" (251cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 9' 6" (304cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



     Is there anyone who doesn't love a gentle country walk in the spring-time? This mural is a tribute 

to my beloved Cotswolds, an area so lovely that writers such as Jane Austen and T.S. Eliot have 

found inspiration there. I hope this mural inspires your own happy genius.

— Susan Harter, Muralist

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 22 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

COTSWOLDS - MIST



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)
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MURAL
Scenic: Cotswolds

Colorway: Earth

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 8' 3" (251cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 9‘ 6" (304cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



     Is there anyone who doesn't love a gentle country walk in the spring-time? This mural is a tribute 

to my beloved Cotswolds, an area so lovely that writers such as Jane Austen and T.S. Eliot have 

found inspiration there. I hope this mural inspires your own happy genius.

— Susan Harter, Muralist

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 22 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

COTSWOLDS - EARTH



DELFT
Classic Blue       True Blue       Black      Jade       Blush       



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)
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MURAL
Scenic: Delft

Colorway: Classic Blue

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 8' 3" (251cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 10‘ 6" (335cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



    The charm of Delft pottery, to me, is how it captures nature with a few tones and quick, 

confident gestures. It's not so much a representation of a landscape, but its essence.

— Susan Harter, Muralist
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DELFT - CLASSIC BLUE



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)
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MURAL
Scenic: Delft

Colorway: True Blue

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 8' 3" (251cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 10‘ 6" (335cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



    The charm of Delft pottery, to me, is how it captures nature with a few tones and quick, 

confident gestures. It's not so much a representation of a landscape, but its essence.

— Susan Harter, Muralist

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 22 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

DELFT - TRUE BLUE



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)
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MURAL
Scenic: Delft

Colorway: Black

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 8' 3" (251cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 10' 6" (335cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



    The charm of Delft pottery, to me, is how it captures nature with a few tones and quick, 

confident gestures. It's not so much a representation of a landscape, but its essence.

— Susan Harter, Muralist

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 22 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

DELFT - BLACK



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)
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MURAL
Scenic: Delft

Colorway: Jade

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 8' 3" (251cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 10‘ 6" (335cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



    The charm of Delft pottery, to me, is how it captures nature with a few tones and quick, 

confident gestures. It's not so much a representation of a landscape, but its essence.

— Susan Harter, Muralist

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 22 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

DELFT - JADE



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)
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MURAL
Scenic: Delft

Colorway: Blush

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 8' 3" (251cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 10‘ 6" (335cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



    The charm of Delft pottery, to me, is how it captures nature with a few tones and quick, 

confident gestures. It's not so much a representation of a landscape, but its essence.

— Susan Harter, Muralist
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DELFT - BLUSH



PASTORAL
Spring       Mist       Warm       Pebble       Ash



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)
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MURAL
Scenic: Pastoral

Colorway: Spring

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 8' 4" (254cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 9‘ 6" (353cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



     This mural was inspired by the Virginian countryside, in the area around Monticello. There's a 

lovely rational order to the architecture there, full of grace and gentility. The sense of refinement 

seems to extend to the land itself, with every vista lovely, and every path inviting.

— Susan Harter, Muralist

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 22 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

PASTORAL - SPRING



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)
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MURAL
Scenic: Pastoral

Colorway: Mist

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 8' 4" (254cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 9‘ 6" (353cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



     This mural was inspired by the Virginian countryside, in the area around Monticello. There's a 

lovely rational order to the architecture there, full of grace and gentility. The sense of refinement 

seems to extend to the land itself, with every vista lovely, and every path inviting.

— Susan Harter, Muralist

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 22 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

PASTORAL - MIST



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)
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MURAL
Scenic: Pastoral

Colorway: Warm

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 8' 4" (254cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 9‘ 6" (353cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



     This mural was inspired by the Virginian countryside, in the area around Monticello. There's a 

lovely rational order to the architecture there, full of grace and gentility. The sense of refinement 

seems to extend to the land itself, with every vista lovely, and every path inviting.

— Susan Harter, Muralist

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 22 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

PASTORAL - WARM



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)
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MURAL
Scenic: Pastoral

Colorway: Pebble

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 8' 4" (254cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 9‘ 6" (353cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



     This mural was inspired by the Virginian countryside, in the area around Monticello. There's a 

lovely rational order to the architecture there, full of grace and gentility. The sense of refinement 

seems to extend to the land itself, with every vista lovely, and every path inviting.

— Susan Harter, Muralist

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 22 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

PASTORAL - PEBBLE



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 22 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

MURAL
Scenic: Pastoral

Colorway: Ash

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 8' 4" (254cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 9‘ 6" (353cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



     This mural was inspired by the Virginian countryside, in the area around Monticello. There's a 

lovely rational order to the architecture there, full of grace and gentility. The sense of refinement 

seems to extend to the land itself, with every vista lovely, and every path inviting.

— Susan Harter, Muralist

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 22 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

PASTORAL - ASH



ROWLANDSON
True       Blue       Grey



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 22 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

MURAL
Scenic: Rowlandson

Colorway: True

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 7' 4" (223cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 8‘ 6" (281cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



    At palaces like Blenheim, landscape architects like Capability Brown moved huge mountains 

of earth and carved vast ornamental ponds to create their masterpieces. Inspired by an 18th 

century watercolor, and my great love for the picturesque landscapes of that period, I wanted to 

capture that same cultivated beauty with this artwork.

— Susan Harter, Muralist

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 22 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

ROWLANDSON - TRUE 



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 22 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

MURAL
Scenic: Rowlandson

Colorway: Blue

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 7' 4" (223cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 8‘ 6" (281cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



    At palaces like Blenheim, landscape architects like Capability Brown moved huge mountains 

of earth and carved vast ornamental ponds to create their masterpieces. Inspired by an 18th 

century watercolor, and my great love for the picturesque landscapes of that period, I wanted to 

capture that same cultivated beauty with this artwork.

— Susan Harter, Muralist

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 22 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

ROWLANDSON - BLUE



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 22 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

MURAL
Scenic: Rowlandson

Colorway: Grey

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 7' 4" (223cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 8‘ 6" (281cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



    At palaces like Blenheim, landscape architects like Capability Brown moved huge mountains 

of earth and carved vast ornamental ponds to create their masterpieces. Inspired by an 18th 

century watercolor, and my great love for the picturesque landscapes of that period, I wanted to 

capture that same cultivated beauty with this artwork.

— Susan Harter, Muralist

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 22 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

ROWLANDSON - GREY 



PALM BEACH
Fresh       Breeze       Warm       Mist



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 36 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

MURAL
Scenic: Palm Beach

Colorway: Fresh

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 15' (457cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 18‘ (548cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



     The palms in the breeze, the warm sandy beaches, the incredible chic…Palm Beach is lush with inspiration! 

I wanted to paint a mural that would capture the warmth, the light, and the sense of paradise.

— Susan Harter, Muralist

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 36 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

PALM BEACH - FRESH



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 36 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

MURAL
Scenic: Palm Beach

Colorway: Breeze

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 15' (457cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 18‘ (548cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



     The palms in the breeze, the warm sandy beaches, the incredible chic…Palm Beach is lush with inspiration! 

I wanted to paint a mural that would capture the warmth, the light, and the sense of paradise.

— Susan Harter, Muralist

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 36 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

PALM BEACH - BREEZE



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 36 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

MURAL
Scenic: Palm Beach

Colorway: Warm

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 12' (365cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 14‘ (426cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.



     The palms in the breeze, the warm sandy beaches, the incredible chic…Palm Beach is lush with inspiration! 

I wanted to paint a mural that would capture the warmth, the light, and the sense of paradise.

— Susan Harter, Muralist

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 36 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

PALM BEACH - WARM



Detail (please order samples for accurate color)

Scenic (scenery continues)

+1 (206) 488-1926         211 Taylor St. Suite 36 Port Townsend, WA 98368 U.S.A.         studio@susanharter.com

MURAL
Scenic: Palm Beach

Colorway: Mist

MATERIAL
Printed on archival canvas wallpaper

SIZE
Pattern size: non-repeating scenery, custom scaled

Roll width: 36"

Trim size: 35"

Artwork overlap between rolls: 1/2"

Roll height: custom to your measurements

Suggested maximum wall height: 15' (457cm)

Absolute maximum wall height: 18‘ (548cm)

Measurement suggestions are for actual wall surface 
to be covered, not including moldings.

Please inquire if heights over the suggested limits are 
needed, some customizing may be possible on certain 
projects.
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